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Awards for Clinical Paediatric Summit 2020 scheduled at Tokyo, Japan
during May 15-16, 2020
Suchi
Vice President - Asia, Global Good will Ambassadors, E-mail: suchi11sg@gmail.com

Conference Series LLC pleased as host to invite you to
29th World Conference on Clinical Pediatrics and
Perinatology (Clinical Pediatric Summit 2020), during
May 15-16, 2020 at Tokyo Japan. This year the
conference will focus on the theme “Exploring the new
Horizons in Paediatrics and Perinatal Health Care”.
Expert Level award is reserved for the prominent
nutritionist who has made outstanding contributions in
their respective fields. The eligibility criteria for receiving
this award is the individual should have minimum 20+
years of experience in the relative field in either private or
public sector. You can nominate deserving of the award
online.
Professional Level award seeks the experts who have
made outstanding contributions in the field of nutrition.
This is the most prestigious award of the conference and
is labeled as scientific service action award. The eligibility
criteria for achieving this award is that one should have
minimum of 10+ years of experience in the relative field
in public or private sector. The receiver of this award
should have a dedicated fascination and should take
initiative in researching the recent trends and
developments towards the related subjects. You can
nominate deserving of the award online.
Scholar Level award is given to individuals in recognition
of excellent performance in terms of scientific
presentations during the early stage of their scientific
career. This award recognises the individuals who are
having 10 years of pertinent experience in the field of
nutrition.
Women Scientist searches for women experts and health
care professionals from various universities across the
world in the field of Clin nutrition who have made
significant contributions. This conference provides a
platform for presenting the most recent research
projects.

professionals as documented by articles, presentations,
authorship of books and reference materials
Best Keynote Speaker award recognizes the individual
who will present their projects, schemes, strategies to
enhance the field of Nutrition and having impact in the
research projects
Best Poster Presentation award is given uplift the
undergraduates and PhD students to present their
research,
conference
series
organizes
poster
presentation.
Best poster
presentation award
acknowledge the fine quality research.
Outstanding Thesis search for Masters/Ph.D./Post
Doctorate recommendation work Presentation who will
exhibit their thesis that have been accomplished to
enhance long-term greatness in the field of Clin nutrition
you can choose someone justifying the respect through
on the web
These awards are a tribute to the men and women who
have contributed to the progress of humanity through
their dedication to science.
29th World Conference on Clinical Pediatrics and
Perinatology (Clinical Pediatric Summit 2020), during May
15-16, 2020 at Tokyo Japan. The conference will witness
the speakers who enlighten the crowd with their
knowledge and confabulated on various new-fangled
topics related to the field nutrition with namely Ms.
Suchi, Vice President - Asia, Global Good will
Ambassadors.
Ann Mary
Program Manager | Clinical Pediatric Summit 2020
Email id: clinicalpediatrics@asiameets.com
Phone No.: 44-203-7690-972 Ext: 5086
Whatsapp No.: + 44-203-7690-972

Outstanding Speaker award is presented for outstanding
achievements in nutrition. This award seeks for the
individual who is having magnificent track record of
sharing their proficiency with the fellow health care
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